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4. Verb phrases that require an -ing form in the complement

Remember that the following verb phrases require an -ing form for a verb in

the complement. A void using an infinitive after the verb phrases listed.

Remember that the verb phrase Be likely does not require an -ing form but

requires an infinitive in the complement.

J
� .� � i.s-'° ,ing c.s� � �01) � 4S JJ)� ��� � 01

)
.�.c) cSr �

_..:.....,Io� o
J
L:il ..::,I)-:� 0:>.1 '½ ;-?.j J�� 

Approve of 

Be better off 

Can't help 

Count on 

Do not mind 

Forget about 

Get through 

Insist on 

Choose the correct answer 

Keep on 

Look forward to 

Object to 

Think about, think of 

Many modem architects insist on . . . . . . . . . . . materials native to region that 

will blend into the surrounding landscape. 

a. use

b. to use

c. the use

d. usmg

� · 1...::.......... � ._,I d �-f ,o� �I I 1_0 ..::,I w:. ..::........J o...i � •• L =�. ,�.i...,r!. ) . � .. _r ) c.5"""""' ) . .. . . � . T• 

-�.\.s'° ing 4 c.5� �, insist on� ..::.,J�) � ly..j . ..:.....,I 

Choose the incorrect word or phrase and correct it. 

During Jackson's administration, those who did not approve of permit 

common people in the White House were shocked by the president's 

insistence that they be invited into the mansion . 

. ..:.....,I ing ..1...:...o j� ,..:.....,I o..l..ol approve of� ..::., J� ) � 4S permit � :�f� 
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Modals and their meaning 

Can: possibility, ability, permission 
Could: possibility, ability in the past 
May: probability, permission 
Might: probability 
Must: necessity, logical conclusion 
Shall: future with emphasis 
Should: advice, obligation, prediction 
Would: condition 

.� �I� Ll\ _r..j .) ),-o ½ ,�I o� � �� _r..j o.)) .,S �� 0:'.1 ).)

l.tb0\ ) � o.)L, � J� , Modal JWI . , 
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1. Modal + verb word

Remember that a modal is used with a verb word. A verb word is the 

dictionary form of the verb. In some grammar books, the verb word is called 

the bare infinitive because it appears without the word to. Verb words are 

very important in many patterns, but they are used most often with modals. 

o.)�1 ,ing 01..,-oJb � j.....j) ,Modal JLl1) � }" ..fb 4S �4 �b )oG- d..: 

.--½_I� o.)Li )Lots� d..: <.S� J,J � JWI 0-?.1) � -� 

Choose the correct answer. 

By the time a baby has reached his first birthday, he should, without the help 

of an adult, ......... sit up or even stand up. 

a. to be able to

b. able to

c. to be able

d. be able to

0--:'.1 J.) d...5 � 0-!.1 ;5'� .9 ,Modal JW1 .)J-"'3 J.) o...L:> �I) �I.hod..; �ii 4 :yf�

. ...L:>4<..S° ,d � J.) �.}" �- .�1 Modal J,J �- ,should J,J � 

Choose the incorrect answer or phrase and correct it. 

Many birds will, in the normal course of their migration, flying more than 

three thousand miles to reach their winter homes . 

. .)� �� o.)Li � d..: '-½.4 flying J,J .� J.) will J� d..; �ii 4 :�I� 
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2. Logical Conclusion- Events in the Past

Remember that must is a modal. Must followed by the verb word have and a

participle expresses a logical conclusion based on evidence. The conclusion

is about an event that happened in the past.

Remember that an observation in the present may serve as the basis for a 

conclusion about something that happened in the past. For example, "here is 

the message on my desk". It may be concluded that "my friend must have 

called last night." 

Example 

s 

My friend 

Must have 

must have 

Participle 

called 

Past time 

last nighr 

must have ..:., J�) � ,0 <..S° o...ullLo o� .J'� J� J� c.S J,k0� ..::.Jl> �I J�

a....S j._/1)�
<..S° 

J� � L.)"?.� \) o...)..;.j\� c9l.9 )� 3 -��
<..S° 

o��\ � f'� �) 

.�L o�bl �� · Lo· � Ji�\ J.J L 
. u )) (.S' ••• 

Choose the correct answer. 

The theory of Continental Drift assumes that there ......... .long-term climatic 

changes in many areas during the past. 

a. must have been

b. must be

c. must have

d. must

r. �� 0 lo j "½ <.S .r.? � Lo I � .r.? <..S° ..:., J � J L> 0 lo j J� Lo ..:., l...ull Lo : �I�
. ..>....::,�<..S° ,a ½.jS' � '-:-'\Y-" �. -�� .J' <..S° 

Choose the incorrect answer or phrase and correct it. 

When the weather becomes colder we know that the atr mass must 

originated in the Arctic rather than over the Gulf of Mexico. 

Must have originated.��� 0-?.� �.�must originated :�!� 
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3. Logical Conclusion- Events in the Present

Must followed by be and an -ing form or an adjective expresses a logical 

conclusion based on evidence. The conclusion is about an event that is 

happening now. 

Example 

s Must be ing or adj Present time 

1. My friend must be calling now 

2. My friend must be upset now 

Choose the correct answer 

The general public ............. a large number of computers now, because 

prices are beginning to decrease. 

a. must buy

b. must have bought

c. must be buying

d. must buying

Choose the incorrect answer or phrase and correct it. 

The American buffalo must be reproduce itself again because i! has been 

removed from the endangered species list. 

j-j �- -.::.-....,l f �l JG 
J

.) c....5 -.::.-....,1 �Ll:;l ) <.Sr.?� �. 0:'. l :�I � 
. .) � ,ing --½. � reproduce 
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4. Logical Conclusion- Events that Repeat

\ ... ;.i \· 

Must followed by a verb word expresses a logical conclusion based on

evidence. The conclusion is about an event that happens repeatedly.

)y--52i c-91� J� � ��c.s-° tJ � � �- oS �-�LS"° �J-!�J �l.:sl.A;I ½ oS �� j

.� o�Ll.::......,I j,J c.5o�L, � ol� '½ Modal JWI jl --½.½ .,lj�LS"° 

Choose the correct answer 

Since more than 50 percent of all marriages in the United States end in 

divorce, about half of the children in America must . . . . . . . . . . . . . . in single

parent home. 

a. grow up

b. to grow up

c. growmg up

d. have grown up

Choose the incorrect answer or phrase and correct it. 

Sheep must have mate in fall since the young are born in early spring every 

year. 

---½4 � must mate '½ --½.½ must have mate ..:.i J� :�f� 
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5. Knowledge and Ability- Know and Know how

Remember that know followed by noun expresses knowledge.

Example 

s 

I 

KNOW 

know 

noun 

The answer 

Remember that know how followed by an infinitive expresses ability. 

Example 

s 

I 

KNOW 

know 

Choose the correct answer 

how 

how 

infinitive 

to answer the question 

In a liberal arts curriculum, it is assumed that graduates will .............. . 

about English, language, literature, history, and the other social sciences. 

a. know

b. know how

c. knowledge

d. knowing

c::� �b �� ,�I,;;. LS� ) � �I J� � � LSL..it.., '½ o..::::-i 4 :�I�

-�4(.S'l � , A �.";f �- .�I

Choose the incorrect answer or phrase and correct it. 

The Impressionists like Monet and Manet knew to use color in order to 

create an image of reality rather than reality itself. 

knew how ..::., J� � �.4 knew � ,to J� 4 � J� '½ o..::::-i 4 :�I�
� ... . �
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6. Past Custom- used to and be used to

Remember that used to is similar to a modal. Used to + a verb word means 

that a custom in the past has not continued. 

Example 

s 

He 

Used to 

used to 

Verb Word 

live 

Be used to+ an -ing form means to be accustomed to. 

Example 

s 

He 

BE 

was 

Used to 

used to 

ing form 

living 

in the country 

in the country 

�- 0-?.l -5 � A-ing oS �-1LS'° � ol� '½ Be used to oS �� �b ybl.;. '½ 

.�b LS)S ��l '½ u�� 

Choose the correct answer. 

Harvard ......... a school for men, but now it is coeducational, serving as 

many women as men. 

a. was used

b. used to be

c. was used to

d. was used to be

Choose the incorrect word or phrase and correct it. 

b �.:! :yl� 

As television images of the astronauts showed, even for trained professionals who 

are used to move about in a lessened gravitational field, there are still problems . 

. ��are used to moving'½ �-� are used to move 0 }�.c :yl� 
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7. Advisability- Had better

Remember that had better is similar to a modal. Although had appears to be 

a past, had better expresses advice for the future. 

A void using an infinitive or a past form of a verb instead of a verb word. 

A void using don't instead of not.

Example 

s 

You 

EXERCISE.-. . . 

Had Better 

had better 

Choose the correct answer. 

Verb Word 

take 

To check for acidity, one had better ........... litmus paper. 

a. use

b. usmg

c. to use

d. useful

Choose the incorrect word or phrase and correct it. 

this pill 

a ½.j! :yl� 

In today's competitive markets, even small businesses had better to advertise 

on TV and radio in order to gain a share of the market. 

• .)� o.) .r. )S °'-! to 0,� �.4 advertise� :yl�
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8. Preference- Would Rather

Remember that would rather is similar to a modal. Although would rather

appears to be a past, it expresses preference in future and present time. 

Example 

s 

I 

Would Rather 

would rather 

not 

not drive 

o) ..... :::,I o�.l .9 JI.:> (.).oj '½��LS"° 0� IJ �_;;..:.,�Would Rather½� 
. .) � LS"° o.) LA:....., I � L.5 o.) L, � ) ..:., 

J 
½-C (.)":'. I ) � . ..\.i 

J 
b 

Choose the correct answer. 

Rhododendrons would rather 

azaleas. 

a. to grow

b. growmg

c. grown

d. grow

m shady places, and so would 

Choose the incorrect word or phrase and correct it. 

The Amish people, descended from the Germans and Swiss, would rather 

using horses than machines for transportation and farm work because they 

believe that a simple life keeps them closer to God . 

. .))..\.i ing '½ ��I using� :1..:-'I� 
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1. Adverbs of Manner

Remember that adverbs of manner describe the manner in which sth is done. 
They answer the question, how? Adverbs of manner usually end in -ly. 

(Adverb of manner) �b �
� � . .)�

'-5'° 
oJLol Ly � p-1 '½ ..:.Jb � ..::..;;.L, 1.51.r. � � �I 04j J::i

J::i �l...f, !Jb0I) �, � '-5'° �ii IJ LS� . .)� 4. J.,J .� ,..:.Jb 1.5Ub� 

• ..}.j .r.? '-5'° )} � 1.5�1
Slowly- quickly- happily 

=� � �b ..w . .:.;j .� I� ,_A 
. .J .. i..r-r ) r ,,,_,.,.-. 

She drives carefully �I J.,J) �

Jds + J.,J + J� + ..:.Jb � =J� 4. J.,J ) � -

She drives the car carefully. 

�, ::i,J'-5'° )5' '½�am - is - are - was - were J;..i �J JWI) � =��

. ...\.i .r.? � )} o::i�I .) JJ-0 
The class listened attentively to the lecture. 

Choose the correct answer 

A symbole of the ancient competition, the Olympic flame 
burns ............ throughout the games. 
a. in a continuous way
b. continuous
c. continuously
d. continual

C �.:! :yl� 

Note: Adverbs of Manner- Fast, Late, and Hard 

They don't have -ly endings . 
• ...\.i .r.? � ly �, � '½ 45 �.)::i ..:.Jb � o.....i =�

Fast, Late, and Hard 

My roommate returned home late at night. 
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2. Sometime and Sometimes

Sometime, means at some time in the indefinite future. Sometimes means 

occasionally. 

Sometime, is usually used after a verb. Sometimes 1s usually used at the 

beginning or end of a sentence or a clause. 

sometimes) -9 �-�LS'° 1l5' '½ J.,i..9) � '1� 1
1 

sometime��½ �b a.:::-�

• · • <"' o..)�I · 1 I.·· :I L <lo.> l..).;.,I ..) 
fl)"::""""' LS'° u ($� - . ($ . J

My family will call me sometime. 

Sometimes my family calls me. 

EXERCISE 

Choose the incorrect word or phrase and correct it. 

Sometime several nations become partners in a larger political state . 

. ..)� o..)�I sometimes)�.½ sometime '54- '½ :1..:-'f� 
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3. Negative Emphasis

Remember that negatives include phrases like not one, not once, not until, 

never, never again, only rarely and very seldom. Negatives answer the 

question, how often? They are used at the beginning of a statement to 

express emphasis. 

l,.L;..,I .) �I ,..L::,, o l:il Ub · 1 o., �L, .) o.S I · · ..:.,I � o.S �L, o..:..:ib '-G- o.,<.S . J r J u . . J <.S � J. - . r . 

<Li ,.L.J� � j.j Ub�)) � �b �I J.), .\:·: lb �t; o..l_r-0 '½ �� �

Never have I seen so much snow. 

Choose the correct answer 

Very seldome .............. my attention like this one. 

a. a movie can hold

b. can a movie hold

c. a movie hold

d. holde a movie

.Jd� 
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4. Introductory Adverbial Modifiers- Once

Remember that once means at one time in the past. Once answer the

question, when?

-�� o�LA:.:.....il once � jl �)iil..S'° ��JI_;....,'½ 0�b 1..:-'I ,-::-- sl.r.
Once a salesman, he has been promoted to district manager. 

Choose the correct answer 

............. , we usually vote for Democratic candidates now. 

a. It was once Republican

b. Once it was Republican

c. That once Republican

d. Once Republican
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1. Agreement- Verb-Subject Order

There and here introduce verb-subject order. The verb agrees with the 

subject following it. 

There are the results of the election. 

Here is the result of the election. 

Choose the correct answer 

There ........ very little rain this summer. 

a. have been

b. has been

c. are

d. were
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2. Agreement- Indefinite Subject and Verb

Remember that the following subjects require a singular verb: 

.. ,:·· ·"'�fa� �)�j .J:JA )) Jd� o�.4-- )� )°1 .r..j ..:..WS'

Anyone, anything, each, either, everyone, everything, neither, no one, 

nothing, what, whatever, whoever 
The following subjects require either a singular or a plural verb depending 

on a qualifying phrase or other context from the sentence: 

� � fa � � jw <.S� <.S� � � .J:, A )) �\j o�.4-- )� )°I _r..j ..:..WS'

All, any, some, the rest 

Choose the incorrect word or phrase and correct it. 

Everyone who has traveled across the United States hy car, train or bus are 

surprised to see such a large expanse of territory with such variation among 

the lifestyle of the people. 



3. Prepositional Idioms

-� d..::;i rLS .J1b l7'� �Loi ..Jr � _.r..j ..:..WS' �

Accede to, according to, approve of, ashamed of, bored with, capable of, 

compete with, composed of, concerned with, conscious of, depend on, 

effects on, equal to, except for, from now on, from time to time, frown on, 

glance at(through), incapable of, in conflict, inferior to, in the habit of, in 

the near future, knowledge of, near, next to, of the opinion, on top of, 

opposite, prior to, regard to, related to, respect for, responsible for, similar 

to, since, until, with regard to 

Choose the incorrect word or phrase and correct it. 

The price of gold depends in several factors, including supply and demand. 

-�� o�l.a;.,..,I depends on ) �-� depends in l.54- � :yf�






